Abstract Distributed (Cloud) Storage Systems (DSS) exhibit heterogeneity in several dimensions such as the volume (size) of data, frequency of data access and the desired degree of reliability. Ultimately, the complex interplay between these dimensions impacts the latency performance of cloud storage systems. To this end, we propose and analyze a heterogeneous distributed storage model in which n storage servers (disks) store the data of R distinct classes. Data of class i is encoded using a (n, k i ) erasure code and the (random) data retrieval requests can also vary from class to class. We present a queuing theoretic analysis of the proposed model and establish upper and lower bounds on the average latency for each data class under various scheduling policies for data retrieval. Using simulations, we verify the accuracy of the proposed bounds and present qualitative insights which reveal the impact of heterogeneity and scheduling policies on the mean latency of different data classes. Lastly, we conclude with a discussion on per-class fairness in heterogeneous DSS.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud based storage systems are emerging to gain significant prominence due to their highly virtualized infrastructure that presents cost-effective and simple to use elastic network resources. The backbone infrastructure of the cloud is comprised of distributed storage systems (DSS), in which the data is coded, stored and accessed from commodity storage disks. Coding of data across distributed disks provides fault tolerance by providing reliability against unexpected disk failures. There has been a recent paradigm shift from classical replication based codes to erasure, and more generally, regenerating codes, not only because they provide higher fault tolerance at the same storage cost but also in part due to the novel and efficient repair mechanisms [1] , [2] , [3] . Besides providing fault tolerance, minimizing storage cost and designing efficient repair mechanisms, another important aspect which deserves equal, if not more attention is that of latency performance of such systems. In the context of DSS, latency refers to the total time taken to process data read/write requests, measured relative to the time at which the job request is en-queued at the servers in the DSS. It comprises of the queuing delay, I/O delay, service time etc. However, in this work, we consider latency to be the sum of queuing delay and service time, and assume the other delays to be relatively negligible.
In a recent paper, Joshi et. al. [4] presented a novel queuing theoretic framework for analyzing the latency performance of erasure coded DSS. In this setting, the data of each user is stored across n disks (or servers) using a (n, k) optimal Maximum-Distance-Separable (MDS) code. By the property of MDS codes, accessing the data stored at any k out of n servers suffices to recover the entire data of a user (also referred to as successful completion of the job request of that user). More generally, job requests could refer to a user's request to read the stored data or to write new data. However the DSS such as HDFS [5] , Windows Azure [6] , Amazon S3 [7] etc. typically have a write-once-read-many architecture wherein the user's data is written only once to the storage nodes and then it can be retrieved multiple times by the user. Hence for the scope of this paper, we restrict our attention to read requests.
The processing of job requests in DSS is typically analyzed using Fork-Join (F-J) queues [8] , [9] . A (n, k) F-J queue consists of n independently operating queues corresponding to each of the n servers. Every job (read request) arriving in the system is split n ways and enters the queues of all n servers simultaneously. The data of each user is stored across n disks (or servers) using a (n, k) MDS code and a job gets completed if the data from any k out of the n servers is accessed. A natural question that arises is: When is it useful to send requests to more than k servers? Shah et. al. in [10] have shown that sending redundant requests (i.e., more than k requests for a (n, k) DSS) reduces the mean latency of jobs when the service distribution 1 at all the n servers is i.i.d, memoryless and the job removal cost 2 is negligible. The mean latency of jobs is minimized for the full redundancy setting (i.e., sending job requests to all n servers) as in the (n, k) F-J system. Hence in this work, like other previous works [4] , [11] , we consider a full redundancy setting.
An exact latency analysis, i.e., characterizing the average latency (time to retrieve data from any k out of n servers) for the (n, k) F-J system is prohibitively complex because the associated Markov chain has a state space with infinite states in multiple dimensions. A closed form solution exists only for n = 2 [12] . Varki et. al. in [13] derived upper and lower bounds on the average latency for the specific (n, n) F-J system (also see [14] , [15] ). The paper which is most closely relevant to this work is of Joshi et. al. [4] which presents a queuing theoretic analysis for the homogenous (n, k) F-J system and provided bounds on the average latency. A related line of work [11] , [16] considers centralized buffer for disk access rather than separate, independent queues at each server in [4] .
Most of the aforementioned literature on the modeling of DSS considers a homogenous storage architecture and there is no distinction (from system's perspective) between any two job requests entering the system. However, that is hardly the case with real DSS. In these systems, job requests can be classified into one of the several classes based on the job arrival rate or fault-tolerance/storage requirements. For instance, the data stored and accessed from the cloud can be broadly classified into two categories:
• Hot-data: this could refer to data which is frequently accessed (i.e., a higher job request rate).
Furthermore, it is desirable to provide higher fault tolerance (i.e., (n, k) MDS code with smaller k) when storing such data.
• Cold-data: this could refer to data which is infrequently accessed or archival data. Such data does not necessarily mandate to be coded and stored with higher fault tolerance, as it is seldom accessed by the users. Therefore, motivated by this fact, we consider a (n, k 1 , k 2 , ..., k R ) multi-tenant DSS for R distinct data classes, a generalization of the homogenous (n, k) DSS in [4] . Data of class i (∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., R}) is stored across n servers using a (n, k i ) erasure (MDS) code. The arrivals 3 of job requests of class i are assumed to follow a Poisson distribution with rate λ i . The proposed multi-tenant DSS model is well suited for the existing commercial cloud storage ecosystems such as Windows Azure, Google Colossus [17] etc. These systems allow their tenants to store different amounts of data (i.e., l i for class i). To reduce their cost of storing non-critical data, customers can choose a lower degree of reliability (modeled using (n, k i ) MDS code for class i). This also results in different job (read request) arrival rates for different data (λ i for class i).
The key contributions of this paper are:
• A multi-tenant 4 DSS is proposed and analyzed through the F-J framework to account for the heterogeneity in job arrival rates and fault-tolerance requirements of different data classes.
• Using a queuing-theoretic approach, we provide lower-and upper-bounds on the average latency for jobs of class i (∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., R}) in the proposed F-J framework under various scheduling policies such as First-Come-First-Serve (FCFS), preemptive and non-preemptive priority scheduling policies.
• We verify the accuracy of the proposed bounds using Monte-Carlo simulations for the heterogeneous DSS for various setting of system parameters. We provide qualitative insights revealing the impact 1 The time spent by server in processing job requests (i.e, service time) is typically a random variable and is assumed to follow a particular probability distribution such as the exponential distribution or a heavy-tailed, Weibull distribution. 2 In the case of redundant requests to a (n, k) DSS, when k servers finish the job, the remaining jobs of this batch are removed from the system. Such a premature removal of a job from a server may lead to certain overheads: the server may need to remain idle for some (random) amount of time before it becomes ready to serve another job. We term this idle time as the removal cost. 3 Job arrivals refers to the time instants at which job requests enters the queues of the servers in the DSS. 4 We use the terms tenant and class interchangeably throughout the paper.
of heterogeneity and scheduling policy on the mean latency of different data classes.
• We determine the latency region in shared schedulers, first for a single server and then for a heterogeneous DSS. In heterogeneous DSS, we show that employing full redundancy for each class minimizes the average latency for each class. The corresponding latency region encompasses the latency region corresponding to all possible redundancy settings of different classes.
• Lastly, we propose a parametrized fairness metric for quantifying the per-class fairness offered by different scheduling policies in DSS. We show that for a given set of system parameters and fairness metric, a fair scheduler can be realized by appropriately time-sharing between different preemptive priority scheduling policies.
II. SYSTEM MODEL A heterogeneous multi-tenant (n, k 1 , k 2 , ..., k R ) DSS (shown in Fig. 1 ) consists of n servers that store the data of R distinct classes. The R classes differ from each other in the fault-tolerance, storage requirements and frequency of access of the stored data. The data of class i (which is assumed to be of size l i ) is partitioned into k i equal size fragments and then stored across n servers using a (n, k i ) Maximum-DistanceSeparable (MDS) code. Thus each server stores, 1/k i fraction of original data. The arrival process for request of class i is assumed to be Poisson with rate λ i . The service time at each server is assumed to follow an exponential distribution with service rate µ (per unit file size). The effective service rate at any server for jobs of class i is µ i =
since each server stores 1/k i fraction of data.
Remark 1. A higher value of k i reduces the storage requirements (at each server) for data of class i but also reduces the fault-resilience for data of that class. At one extreme is the case when k i = n with no fault tolerance, but minimum storage for data of class i. At the other extreme, k i = 1, which is essentially a replication code with maximum fault-resilience (can tolerate up to n−1 server failures) but each servers stores the entire data. The key differences between the homogenous F-J system in [4] and the proposed heterogeneous F-J system are:
• The homogenous system is a special case of heterogeneous F-J system when
• Unlike the homogenous system, the average latency of class i in the heterogeneous system depends not only on its job arrival rate (λ i ), job size (l i ) and fault tolerance (k i ), but it also depends on these parameters of all the other classes in the system. • Lastly, the average latency of each class in the heterogeneous system also depends on the scheduling policy used to arbitrate the service of jobs of different classes present in the queues. Although there exists various scheduling policies, in this work we consider First-Come-First-Serve(FCFS), preemptive and non-preemptive priority queuing policies at each server.
Remark 2. The proposed model is well suited for the existing commercial cloud storage ecosystems, such as Windows Azure [6] , Google File System [18] , Amazon S3 [7] etc. Almost all of the cloud storage services, allow their customers/tenants to store any amount of data, ranging from a few kilobytes to gigabytes of data. We model this by different file-sizes, l i , for different tenants. Although the early cloud storage systems such as HDFS [5] and Google File System used classical replication based schemes to store the customer's data, there has been a recent paradigm shift to erasure-coded storage system because they provide higher fault tolerance at the same storage cost. So modern-day cloud storage services such as Windows Azure and Google Colossus, store their customer's data using erasure codes such as the Reed-Solomon codes [6] , [17] . Customers are allowed to reduce their cost of storing non-critical data (same as cold data described earlier) at lower redundancy setting. We model this flexibility in data storage using different (n, k i ) MDS codes for storing data of different customers. Furthermore, the non-critical data is accessed less frequently compared to the regular data. We model this by different job (read request) arrival rates, λ i , for different classes of customers. Example 1. We now present a representative example to illustrate the system model. Consider a (n, k 1 , k 2 ) = (3, 2, 1) two-class DSS. Data for the two classes A and B are encoded across n = 3 servers using (3, 2) and (3, 1) MDS codes respectively as shown in Fig. 2 . Let A 1 and B 1 denote two files of class A and B respectively that need to be coded and stored across the servers. Then for the (3, 2) MDS code, A 1 is split into two sub-files, A 11 and A 12 , of equal size and are stored on any two servers (servers 1 and 2 in Fig. 2 ). Then the remaining server (i.e. server 3) stores A 11 ⊕ A 12 . Thus each server stores half the size of original file and the entire file can be recovered from any two servers. The (3, 1) MDS code for file B 1 , is a simple replication code in which each server stores the copy of entire file of class B and thus can be recovered by accessing the data from any one server.
Now the evolution of system state in this example, depends on the local scheduling policy at each server and is discussed next for FCFS, preemptive and non-preemptive priority queuing schemes.
A. First-Come-First-Serve Scheduling
In FCFS scheduling, all data classes are equal priority. At each server, the job that enters first in the buffer is served first. Fig. 3(a) -(d) illustrate the evolution of system state for the example under consideration. After server 2 finished job A 1 in Fig. 3(a) , B 1 enters server 2 and is finished in the next state ( Fig. 3(b) ) while other servers still process A 1 . Since k B = 1, the remaining two copies of B 1 immediately exit the system. In the next state in Fig. 3 (c) server 1 finishes A 1 and since k A = 2, A 1 exits at server 3. All the servers now process B 2 . Finally, in Fig. 3(d) , we note that as B 2 is finished at any one server, B 2 exits from all of the remaining servers. 
B. Priority Queuing
In priority queuing, the data classes are assigned different priority levels. A job of a particular class will be served only when there are no outstanding jobs of classes with higher priority level. Priority queuing can either be preemptive or non-preemptive as discussed below.
1) Non-preemptive Priority Scheduling: In non-preemptive priority scheduling, the job currently being served cannot be preempted by a job of higher priority level. Fig. 4 (a)-(d) illustrate the dynamics of nonpreemptive priority scheduling. We assume priority of class A is higher than class B. The key difference from the FCFS scheduling (in Fig. 3 ) is seen in Fig. 4(d) . A 2 enters servers 1 and 3 because of its higher priority, even though there are jobs of B ahead of it.
2) Preemptive Priority Scheduling: In preemptive priority scheduling, a job of higher priority level can preempt a job of lower priority from the server. In this case, the server pauses the service of job of lower priority and waits till the higher priority job is completed. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 
III. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we first present the analysis of average service latency in a multi-class single server system with FCFS scheduling policy. For the corresponding results in a priority (preemptive/non-preemptive) queuing system, we refer the reader to [19, Section 3.5.3] . We then briefly review the existing results for upper and lower bounds on the average latency for a (n, k) homogenous Fork-Join system [4] . In the FCFS system, the waiting time, W FCFS , for jobs of all the classes is same and is given by the Pollaczek-Khinchine (P-K) formula [20] (for M/G/1 system) as
Therefore, the average latency for jobs of class i is,
where V[.] denotes the variance of the random variable. Now the fraction of jobs of class i, p i is
So the probability that S takes on the value of S i is p i ∀i = 1, 2, · · · , R. Therefore the probability distribution function (pdf) of S is given by
Then the mean and the second moment of S are simply Using (3) and (5) in (2), we obtain,
B. Latency Analysis of Homogenous DSS An exact latency analysis of the (n, k) DSS is prohibitively complex because the Markov chain has a state space with infinite states in atleast k dimensions. This is exemplified in Figure 6 which shows the Markov chain evolution for a (3, 2) DSS. Each state is characterized by the number of jobs in the system. The arrival and service rates of jobs are λ and µ respectively. For simplicity, we set size of each job, l = 1. We note that as more jobs enter the system, the Markov Chain starts growing in two-dimensions and results in multiple states with the same number of jobs in the system such as states 6 and 6 . Thus, we note that an exact analysis of the F-J system is very complex. Therefore, we review existing upperand lower-bounds for the average latency of homogenous DSS.
1) Lower Bound on Average Latency: In a (n, k) DSS, a job is considered finished when k out of n servers finish that job. This is equivalent to each job going through k stages sequentially, where the transition from one stage to the next occurs when one of the remaining servers finishes a sub-task of the job [13] . We note that at any stage s, the maximum possible service rate for a job that is not finished yet is (n − s + 1)µ , where µ = kµ l
. This happens when all the remaining sub-tasks of a job are at the head of their queues. Thus, we can enhance the latency performance in each stage s by approximating it with a M/M/1 system with service rate (n − s + 1)µ . Then, the average latency of the original system (denoted by T ), can be lower bounded as
where T LB denotes the lower bound on the average latency of the F-J system.
2) Upper Bound on Average Latency: To upper-bound the performance of the (n, k) F-J system, we degrade its performance by approximating it with a (n, k) Split-Merge (SM) system, proposed in [4] . In the (n, k) SM system, after a server finishes a copy of a job, it is blocked and not allowed to accept new jobs until all k copies of the current job are finished. When k copies of a job are finished, the copies of that job at remaining n − k servers exit the system immediately. The SM system thus can be modeled as a M/G/1 system with arrival rate λ and a service distribution that follows k th order statistics [21] and is described here for reference.
Let X 1 , X 2 , ..., X n be n i.i.d random variables (rv). Now if we order the rv's in ascending order to get, X 1,n < X 2,n · · · < X k,n · · · < X n,n , then the distribution of the k th smallest value, X k,n , is called the k th order statistics. The pdf of X k,n is given by
where F X (x) and f X (x) are the cumulative density function and pdf of X i respectively for all i. The average latency of the F-J system is thus upper-bounded by the average latency for the SM system, T SM which is determined using the P-K formula (1) for M/G/1 system as,
Now if X i is exponential with mean 1/µ (where µ = kµ l ), then the mean and variance of X k,n are given by,
where H z x,y is a generalized harmonic number of order z defined by
for some positive integers x, y and z.
IV. MAIN RESULTS Section III-B presented bounds on the average latency for the (n, k) F-J system. To extend the lowerbound result (7) to a heterogeneous FJ system, a naive approach would be to approximate it with a homogenous FJ system with jobs of class i only while evaluating the lower bound on average latency of class i. Thus a naive lower-bound on the average latency for jobs of class i is,
This lower bound holds true irrespective of the scheduling policy used in the heterogeneous system. However, this is a loose bound as it ignores the dependency of response time for a job of class i on the jobs of other classes in the system which compete for the service at the same server. Therefore, through a rigorous latency analysis of various scheduling policies, we next account for this inter-dependency in average latency of different classes and present lower and upper bounds for the heterogeneous FJ system. To this end, we first define a set of variables for a compact presentation of the results. The operational meaning of these variables will become clear when we present the proof of the results.
• (n, k i ) is the MDS code used to store data of class i.
• l i is the file-size for class i.
• λ i is the arrival rate for jobs of class i.
• µ i = k i µ/l i is the effective service rate for jobs of class i, where µ is the service rate per unit file size.
is the server utilization factor for class i.
A. Main Results
Lemma 1 gives the stability conditions of the heterogeneous DSS for various scheduling policies. The upper-and lower-bounds on the average latency for various scheduling policies are presented in Theorem 1 and 2 respectively. Lemma 1 . For a (n, k 1 , k 2 , . .., k R ) Fork-Join system to be stable, the following condition must be satisfied at each node.
• FCFS scheduling
• Preemptive/Non-preemptive priority scheduling
Theorem 1. The average latency for job requests of class i in a (n, k 1 , k 2 , ..., k R ) Fork-Join system is upper-bounded as follows:
The bound is valid only when the utilization factor, S R < 1.
• Non-preemptive priority scheduling
The bound is valid only when the utilization factor, S i < 1.
• Preemptive priority scheduling
We now define an additional set of variables for compact presentation of the results in Theorem 2.
• Without loss of generality, assume the classes are relabeled such that k 1 ≤ k 2 ≤ ... ≤ k R . Then for 5 Without loss of generality, we set the classes in the order of decreasing priority as 1 > 2 > · · · > R.
class i, we define c s as,
• At a stage s, let R i s denote the set of classes with priority higher than class i and that have not been finished yet.
• (n, k 1 , k 2 , . .., k R ) Fork-Join system is lower-bounded as follows:
• Non-Preemptive priority scheduling
B. Proofs
We now present the proofs for the stability condition and the bounds on average latency for the FCFS scheduling policy. The proofs for the remaining results are given in Appendix A.
1) Stability Condition-FCFS scheme: Consider any server in the (n, k 1 , k 2 , ..., k R ) Fork-Join system. Jobs of class r enter the queue with rate λ r . Each new job of class r exits the system when k r sub-tasks of that job are completed. The remaining n − k r sub-tasks are then cleared from the system. Thus for each job of class r, (n−kr) n fraction of the sub-tasks are deleted and hence the effective arrival rate of jobs of class r at any server is λ r 1 − n−kr n = krλr n . Thus the overall arrival rate at any server, λ eff , is
Let S denote the service distribution for a single-server FCFS system serving R data classes. Then from (5), the mean service time at a server is
where (23) follows from (3) and the assumption that the service time for a job of class i is exponential with rate µ r . To ensure stability, the net arrival rate should be less than the average service rate at each server. Thus from (22) and (23) λ r is a constant, with simple algebraic manipulations we arrive at
2) Upper Bound-FCFS scheme: The FCFS system can be modeled as a M/G/1 queuing system with arrival rate λ = R r=1 λ r and a general service time distribution S. Then the average latency for a job of class i in a FCFS scheduling system is given by (6) as,
.
To obtain an upper bound on the average latency, we degrade the FJ system in the following manner. For a job of class i, the servers that have finished processing a sub-task of that job are blocked and do not accept new jobs until k i sub-tasks of that job have been completed. Then the sub-tasks at remaining n − k i servers exit the system immediately. Fig. 7 illustrates this process using Example 1. When A 1 is finished at server 2, it is blocked (see Fig. 7(b) ) until another k A = 2 copies are finished. Now this performance-degraded system can be modeled as a M/G/1 system where the distribution of the service process, S i , follows k th i ordered statistics as described in Section III-B2. Now for any class i, the service time at each of the n servers is exponential with mean 1/µ i . Hence from (10), the mean and variance of S i are, Substituting (25) in (6), we get the following upper bound on average latency:
where
ρ r H 1 n−kr,n and ρ r = λ r /µ r . 3) Lower Bound-FCFS scheme: For the purpose of obtaining a lower bound on the average latency of class i, using insights from Section III-B1, we map the parallel processing in the proposed FJ system to a sequential process consisting of k i processing stages for k i sub-tasks of a job of class i. The transition from one stage to the next occurs when one of the remaining servers finishes a sub-task of the job. Let c s denotes the number of classes that are finished before start of stage s, defined in (18) . The processing in each stage s corresponds to a single-server FCFS system with jobs of all but classes 1, 2, · · · , c s . Then, using (2) for the FCFS sub-system at stage s, the average latency for a sub-task of a job of class i in stage s is given by,
where S s is a r.v. denoting the service time for any sub-task in stage s and S s i denotes the service time for a sub-task of class i in stage s. Now the moments of S s and S s i are related to each other in the same way as the moments of S and S i in (5). So we have,
Substituting (28) in (27), we get
Now we note that at any stage s, the maximum possible service rate for a job of class j that is not finished yet is (n − s + 1)µ j . This happens when all the remaining sub-tasks of job of class j are at the head of their buffers. Thus, we can enhance the latency performance in each stage s by approximating it with a M/M/1 system with service rate (n − s + 1)µ j for jobs of class j. Then, the average latency for sub-task of job of class i in stage s is lower bounded as,
Finally, the average latency for class i in this enhanced system is simply 
C. Accuracy of the Bounds
In this section, we evaluate the accuracy of the bounds using Monte-Carlo simulations of a heterogeneous Fork-Join system. For simplicity, the number of data classes is set to 2. Data of class 1 is stored using (n, k 1 ) = (10, 5) MDS code. Data of class 2 is stored using (10, k 2 ) MDS code where k 2 is varied from 1 to 10. Arrival rates for the two classes are set as: λ 1 = 0.15 and λ 2 = 0.5. The job size for both the classes is set to 1.
1) Impact of fault-tolerance and service rate: Fig. 8 shows the average latency for jobs of class 2 versus k 2 for the FCFS system with µ = 1/6 and 1. We note from the figure that the bounds are somewhat loose at high values of k 2 and low values of µ. In particular, the lower bound becomes loose because at each processing stage of the serial Fork-Join system, the difference between the actual service rate and its bound at s th stage of processing (i.e. (n − s + 1)µ i ) for jobs of class i increases with increase in k and decrease in µ. Similarly the upper bound becomes worse because the service time lost due to blocking increases significantly at low µ and high k values. This is because the remaining sub-tasks are served really slow (low µ) and the blocking continues until a large number of sub-tasks (high k) are finished. Finally, as expected, we note that the naive lower bound on latency of class 2 is loose as compared to the proposed lower bound for the FCFS system.
2) Impact of scheduling policy: Fig. 9 shows the average latency for jobs of class 1 versus k 2 in FCFS and preemptive priority system with µ = 0.6. We observe that the latency of priority queuing system is lower than that of the FCFS scheme. This is because class 1 is of higher priority. We also note that, unlike the preemptive priority policy, the upper bound in the FCFS scheme, are loose at large values of k 2 . The reason for this is the presence of relatively large number of jobs of class 2 in the buffer, ahead of a job of class 1 since λ 1 < λ 2 . Thus in FCFS scheme, while evaluating the upper bound, the degradation in service time due to blocking of servers is higher due to large number of outstanding jobs of class 2. This however does not affect the preemptive priority queuing scheme because jobs of class 1 do not wait for jobs of class 2.
V. LATENCY TRADEOFF IN DSS
In the previous sections, we analyzed the behavior of average latency of a data class as a function of the system parameters in DSS. Now in this section, we will examine the inter-dependencies between latencies of different classes for fixed DSS parameters and thus determine the optimal latency tradeoff first for a single server and then extend it to the DSS.
A. Single Server System
Consider a multi-class single server queuing system with R distinct data classes. The arrival and service rate for jobs of class i are denoted by λ i and µ i (∀ i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , R}) respectively. The jobs of different data classes are served using any arbitrary scheduling policy resulting in average latency of T i for class i.
For a given set ofλ andμ, we define the latency region as a set of all achievable average latency vectorsT . We now consider a special case of this system, a two-class system (R = 2), because it is easy to visualize the corresponding latency region. However the approach that we present here can be easily extended to any number of classes, R. Fig. 10 characterizes the latency region for two-class single server system. The arrival and service rates are set asλ = [1, 2] andμ = [3, 7] respectively. Clearly, as suggested by intuition, the latency region is unbounded above. In practice, this can be done my making the scheduler more and more non-work conserving 7 thus intentionally increasing the latency of each class. We provide a achievable lower-bound on the latency region, by providing the scheduling policy corresponding to any latency point on the lower bound. This lower-bound is a piecewise linear curve, ABCD, shown in Fig. 10 . The latency points, B and C, on this latency tradeoff correspond to the preemptive priority policies with the two possible priority orders i.e., either class 1 or class 2 is set as higher priority class. The latency points A and D corresponds to non-work conserving preemptive priority policies. These points can be obtained by (purposefully) delaying the service of jobs of lower priority class in a preemptive priority scheduling. Thus the latency of the lower-priority class (e.g., class 2 at point A) increases and reaches infinity when we do not serve the job of lower priority class. Although not shown in Fig. 10 , points A and D actually correspond to infinite latency for the lower-priority class. Any point on the line segment AB or CD can be achieved by adding desired delay to the service of jobs of lower priority class in the preemptive priority system. Any latency point on the line-segment BC can be achieved by appropriately time-sharing between the scheduling policies corresponding to B and C. Fig. 10 also shows the latency points corresponding to the FCFS, and non-preemptive priority (with all possible priority orders) schemes. The latency points for all the schemes in this figure are determined using the analytical results given in Section III-A. Using these results, one can also see that the latency points for all these schemes are always collinear (for anyλ andμ). Infact, using simulations, we found that the latency point for each of the FCFS and non-preemptive priority schemes can also be achieved by appropriately time-sharing between the preemptive priority policies. Lastly, to serve as a reference, Fig. 10 also shows the latency point corresponding to a (hypothetical) homogenous system in which there is jobs of only one class in the system. Remark 3. In a multi-class queuing system, the average latency of a class is minimized (equal to its latency in the single-class system) only if it gets served with highest priority using a preemptive priority policy. Then for a two-class queuing system, the latency points corresponding to the preemptive priority policies (B and C in Fig. 10 ), are optimal in terms of individual latencies. This is because, the preemptive priority policy is work-conserving and therefore, the minimization of the latency of higher priority class automatically limits the latency of the lower priority class.
This approach for lower-bounding the latency region can be extended to any arbitrary number of R data classes in the following manner. Consider R! preemptive priority schemes corresponding to R! priority orders. Then obtain the corresponding latency points and do time sharing between them to generate the latency tradeoff curve.
B. Distributed Storage System
We now explore the latency region for a two-class DSS with n servers 8 . Data of class A and B are stored redundantly across n servers using (n, k 1 ) and (n, k 2 ) MDS codes respectively. Nihar et. al. in [10] have shown that sending more redundant requests in a homogenous (n, k) FJ system reduces the average latency, provided the service distribution is memoryless (exponential) or light-tailed. Thus the average latency is minimum for full redundancy setting. However, it is not clear whether increasing redundancy of each class will necessarily result in reduction of latency of each class in a heterogeneous DSS. This is because there are two opposing factors that influence the latency of jobs in DSS and it is not clear which one will dominate.
• Increasing redundancy reduces the service time, hence the latency of each job. To understand this, consider the instance when k i − 1 copies of a job of class i have been completed. Now because of redundant requests, there are multiple servers simultaneously processing the last needed (k th i ) copy of the job. Thus the time taken to complete the job is the minimum of the processing time at servers processing the last copy of the job. Therefore increasing the redundancy, increases the number of servers processing the last copy of a job and reduces the job completion time. • Increasing redundancy reduces the number of servers available for serving the next job in queue, thus resulting in an increase in latency. Increasing redundancy reduces the service time of job because there are more number of copies of a job being processed in the DSS but we still need to wait for the same number (k i for class i) of copies of a job to finish before the job gets completed. However, due to higher redundancy, there would be less servers available for serving the next job in queue resulting in increase in latency. In a homogenous system, the decrease in latency due to redundancy dominates the factor that results in increase in latency. In a heterogeneous setting, data of each class is stored with potentially different fault-tolerance requirement and accessed using different redundancy setting for each class. Therefore, it is not clear whether the latency of all the classes always decrease with increase in redundancy of each class.
To understand the role of redundancy on the latency of different classes in heterogeneous DSS, we performed Monte-Carlo simulations of a two-class DSS with different scheduling policies and redundancy degrees for each class. Let r i (k i ≤ r i ≤ n) denote the degree of redundancy for class i, implying that each job of class i is sent to r i of the n servers. Fig. 11 shows the latency region for different redundancy settings. We set n = 10, [1, 1] and µ = 1/4. Just as in the case of single server, we consider FCFS, preemptive priority queuing and non-preemptive priority policies to determine the latency region for each redundancy setting. We observe that increasing the redundancy of both the classes by 1 strictly reduces the average latency of both the classes, irrespective of the scheduling policy used. For a given scheduling policy, the average latency of both the classes is minimized for full redundancy setting. Furthermore, the latency region for a particular redundancy setting is strictly larger and encompasses the latency region corresponding to any lower redundancy setting.
VI. FAIRNESS IN HETEROGENEOUS DISTRIBUTED STORAGE SYSTEMS
A natural question that arises in the heterogeneous DSS is about the degree of per-class fairness offered by a particular scheduling policy. In the context of DSS, an appropriate utility function for a data class would be the average latency experienced by that class. Max-Min fairness is a popular fairness notion and in our context is defined as the ratio of minimum to maximum latency across all data classes. The range of this metric is (0,1] where a value close to 1 indicates that the scheduler is highly fair across classes and a value close to 0 indicates low fairness. However, the Max-Min fairness index obscures the innate heterogeneity in the DSS and does away with the fact that each class has different arrival/service rates, fault tolerance and degree of redundancy. We now present our approach for analyzing fairness in heterogeneous DSS. The latency of a data class would be the smallest in a homogenous DSS since it has jobs of only one class. Therefore, in a heterogeneous DSS, it makes sense to classify a scheduling policy as fair, if the ratio of latency of classes in the heterogeneous DSS is roughly equal to the ratio of latency of classes in the respective homogenous DSS 9 . We bring out this fairness notion in a parametrized (proportional) fairness metric, F α , defined as
where T i , and T h i are the average latency of class i in heterogeneous and homogenous DSS respectively. α is a parameter that takes on values in the range [0,1]. For α = 0, we get the Max-Min fairness metric defined earlier. For any value of α ∈ (0, 1], we get a fairness metric that gives α weight-age to the latency of classes in a homogenous system. Any value of F α is achievable by devising a fair work-conserving scheduling policy by appropriately time-sharing between the preemptive priority queuing policies. Consider the latency points corresponding to R! different preemptive priority schemes. Let T j i denote the average latency of class i in the j th preemptive priority scheme, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , R}, j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , R!}. Let β j denote the fraction of total time for which j th preemptive priority scheme is employed. So we have R! j=1 β j = 1, where β j ≥ 0. We now describe a graphical procedure to determine the desired fraction of time-sharing between the preemptive priority policies for a R − class DSS.
• Draw the line L :
α in the R-dimensional latency space.
• Find the intersection of L with the lower bound on the latency region to obtain the desired fair latency point,
Here T * i denotes the average latency of class i at point A.
• The fraction of time-sharing between different preemptive policies, β j ∀j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , R!}, can then be determined by solving the following set of simultaneous equations using any of the well known methods such as substitution, elimination or matrix method.
We have R equations in R unknowns. However there are only R − 1 linearly independent equations.
So we additionally use the condition R! j=1 β j = 1 to solve the set of equations. Also the solution should satisfy β j ≥ 0 ∀j. To illustrate the procedure, we consider a two-class heterogeneous DSS with full redundancy setting for all classes as shown in Figure 11 because it results in minimum average latency for both the classes. The intersection of the line
α with the latency tradeoff curve gives the desired point of operation, A(T * 1 , T * 2 ). Having determined the operating point for maximum fairness, it is straightforward to determine the fraction of time-sharing between the preemptive priority policies using (32).
Example 2. Consider a two-class FJ system. System parameters are set as: n = 10, λ 1 = 0.35, λ 2 = 0.15, µ = 1/10, k 2 = 4 and k 1 is varied from 1 to 10. Figure 12 shows a plot of α-proportional fairness (α = 0.2) vs. k 1 for different scheduling policies. We note that the FCFS and priority queuing policy are in general not fair, and are fair only at particular values of k 1 . However by appropriately time-sharing between the preemptive priority policy for each k 1 , we get a fair scheduling policy as shown in Fig. 12 .
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a novel multi-tenant DSS model and analyzed it through a Fork-Join framework. In the proposed heterogeneous DSS, each data class can possibly have different job arrival rate and its data can be stored with a different redundancy/fault-tolerance requirement by coding it with appropriate (n, k) MDS code. Using a queuing-theoretic approach, we obtained bounds on the average latency for FCFS, preemptive and non-preemptive priority queuing policies. We then verified the accuracy of the bounds for different settings of system parameters. The bounds, in general, are tight at high values of service rate, µ and low values of k. We also noted that the proposed lower bounds are tighter than a naive lower bound that follows directly from the work in [4] . We draw some useful insights regarding the latency of a data class in a heterogeneous DSS. The latency of a data class in a heterogeneous DSS is influenced by the scheduling policy and queuing parameters of other classes. Infact, for some preemptive priority scheduling, server utilization and fault tolerance settings of the data classes, it is even possible that a class with the least latency (in the corresponding homogenous DSS) has the maximum latency among all the classes in the heterogeneous DSS.
We then analyzed of the impact of heterogeneity on the mean latency of different classes. Specifically, we determined the optimal latency tradeoff and more generally, the latency region in shared schedulers, first for a two-class single server and then for a two-class heterogeneous DSS. For the single-server case, the latency points for all the work-conserving scheduling policies lie on the line joining the latency points of preemptive priority policies and is thus the optimal latency tradeoff curve. In the case of a DSS, increasing the degree of redundancy of each class in the system results in reduction of average latency of all the classes. The average latency is minimized for full redundancy setting. Lastly, we introduced a parametrized fairness metric, which boils down to the Max-Min fairness metric and a proposed proportional fairness metric for the extreme values of the parameter. We showed that for a given fairness metric and DSS parameters (including the redundancy degree of each class), it is always possible to devise a fair scheduling policy by appropriately time-sharing between the preemptive priority policies. Consider any node in the (n, k 1 , k 2 , ..., k R ) Fork-Join system. Jobs of class r enter the queue with rate λ r . Each new job of class r exits the system when k r sub-tasks of that job are completed. The remaining n−k r sub-tasks are then cleared from the system. Thus for each job of class r, (n−kr) n fraction of the sub-tasks are deleted and hence the effective arrival rate of jobs of class r at any node is λ r eff = λ r 1 − n−kr n = krλr n . The stability condition for a priority queue is that the overall server utilization should be less than 1. If the condition is violated, the queues belonging to a priority level lower than some limit k will grow without bound [19, Section 3.5.3] . Mathematically the stability condition is,
where ρ r = λ r eff µr is the server utilization factor for class r. Substituting the expression for ρ r with µ r = krµ lr in (33) and rearranging terms, we get the stability condition of each queue as R r=1 λ r l r < nµ.
B. Proof of Theorem 1 1) Upper Bound -Non-preemptive priority scheme: Let S i be a random variable representing the service time for a job of class i. Then the average latency for a job of class i in a non-preemptive priority scheduling system 10 is given by [19, Eq. .
To obtain an upper bound on the average latency, we degrade the FJ system in the following manner. For a job of class i, the servers that have finished processing a sub-task of that job are blocked and do not accept new jobs until k i sub-tasks of that job have been completed. Then the sub-tasks at remaining n − k i servers exit the system immediately. For jobs of class i, this performance-degraded system can be modeled as a M/G/1 system where the distribution of the service process, S i , follows k th i ordered statistics as described in Section III-B2. Now for for any class i, the service time at each of the n servers is exponential with mean 1/µ i . So the mean and variance of S i are given by (25). Substituting (25) in (36), we get the following upper bound on average latency: .
To obtain an upper bound on the average latency, we degrade the FJ system in the following manner. For a job of class i, the servers that have finished processing a sub-task of that job are blocked and do not accept new jobs until k i sub-tasks of that job have been completed. Then the sub-tasks at remaining n − k i servers exit the system immediately. For jobs of class i, this performance-degraded system can be modeled as a M/G/1 system where the distribution of the service process, S i , follows k th i ordered statistics as described in Section III-B2. Now for any class i, the service time at each of the n servers is exponential with mean 1/µ i . Hence the mean and variance of S i are given by (25). Substituting (25) in (39), we get Class Id (i) MDS code 1 (10, 8) 
